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HIV Community Advisory Group Meeting Minutes 
July 23, 2019; 11:30 a.m. – 2 p.m. 
Gifford Medical Center, Randolph VT 
 
Attendance: Marisa Bolognese, Board Member, Twin States; Laura Byrne, H2RC; Johnny Chagnon, Pride 
Center of VT; Daniel Chase; Peter Jacobsen, VT CARES; Grace Keller, Howard Center Safe Recovery; Chuck 
Kletecka, VTPWAC; Marguerite Monet; Zpora Perry, UVMMC; Karen Peterson, APSV; Donna Pratt, Twin 
States Network; Ryan Richards, H2RC; Jean Sieckewicz, VT CARES; Taylor Small, Pride Center of VT. 
Remote Attendance:  Teresa Vezina, VT CARES 
Vermont Department of Health:  Daniel Daltry, Erin LaRose 
Caracal Consulting:  Alexander B. Potter 
 
The meeting was called to order at 11:36 a.m.  
 

INTRODUCTIONS   
 

I. VDH UPDATE. 
A. CDC PROJECT OFFICE: Vermont has an interim Project Officer. Rita is out on leave. 

Currently, VDH is unsure of how this will progress and will keep CAG notified. 
 

B. EDWARD L. KRAWITT MD. A moment of silence was held for Dr. Krawitt.   
1. Dr. Krawitt died July 18, after a long career devoted to autoimmune liver diseases, 

including clinical research, teaching, and care of patients with hepatitis. An 
internationally recognized hepatologist, he was deeply dedicated to his patients and a 
champion for patients needing HCV treatment in midst of drug use disorders. He will be 
greatly missed. 

 

C. SYRINGE SERVICES PROGRAMS: 
1. Commissioners Anderson and Levine did a site visit of Safe Recovery. Commissioner 

Anderson was blown away by services available and what could potentially be available 
at an SSP. Increased his knowledge greatly. Levine said he believed Anderson has been 
curious about SSPs and left the tour enlightened, especially regarding opportunities for 
people who have “burned all other bridges” – that all is not lost for one particular 
individual due to past history.  This could have some rippling changes about perceptions 
on the SSPs. 

2. However, Commissioner Anderson has resigned – moving on at end of month. This is 
unfortunate given his positive response to the site visit. 

3. A number of events going on in Windham County. Currently Windham County has very 
high overdose rates. Daniel asked Karen to elaborate on anything going on in Windham 
County she wanted to share. Karen responded the much has been going on, and APSV 
has been working hard to be looped in all efforts, so they can have a presence at events. 
Brenda Seigel, who ran for governor, recently formed a new group regarding IDU, and 
there has been some question as to why people aren’t working with existing groups 
rather than forming new. This can be frustrating when much is going on but there is not 
enough communication among parties already deeply involved. Next Wednesday Karen 
and Sue will be in Wilmington regarding syringe exchanges. There have been so many 
news articles, conversations, and overlapping issues with the rising OD rates that there is 
growing interest across all populations – citizens, selectboard, police, etc. A lot more 
conversations are happening about the issues at large. As of yet, this has not translated 
into a huge impact on people accessing the syringe exchange, however there were 5 
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raids over a 6 week period, and some of the current exchange members were 
incarcerated, causing the attendance to dip. 

4. Regarding the raids in Windham County, Daniel inquired about a very aggressive 
announcement focusing on “if you are dealing we will find you” and inquired if this had 
been a local law enforcement statement. Karen stated no, that the commissioner had 
said that, and the police chief is not of the same mindset. The chief has been extremely 
supportive and sits on APSV’s SE advisory council; the police in Windham County are in a 
very good, supportive place. Grace noted they have had good support from law 
enforcement as well, with the Burlington Police requiring a visit to Safe Recovery as part 
of their orientation. 

5. Donna inquired if other places were seeing overdoses on other atypical substances (eg. 
bath salts, meth as opposed to heroin, fentanyl), as they are seeing a rise in this in 
corrections. She was curious as to whether this is a trend or if it is particular to 
corrections given the restrictions experienced by the people in the corrections system (eg 
higher concerns about violating their probation/parole with possession of heroin).  There 
was general agreement from those running syringe exchanges that this does sound like 
an issue more specific to corrections as this has not been seen statewide, although Laura 
noted she has indeed seen more meth and bath salts in her SE experience. 

6. Daniel did a brown bag lunch at VDH on SSPs, and Grace attended to present. A total of 
32 folks attended and it was great – the amount of feedback was tremendous.  One 
comment was “I never realized how much comes from dropping a needle in a bucket.”  

7. The Bennington VT syringe exchange was just approved!  APSV will be operating the 
exchange in Bennington. 

 

D. VULNERABILITY STUDY. CDC conducted the original vulnerability to HIV outbreak 
study (which named Windham and Essex County in VT as at risk) using 20 different 
approaches and methods.  There has now been a new vulnerability study.  

1. Roy has reviewed and suggested that it be brought to CAG, as it is definitely a wider view 
of vulnerability than just Windham/Essex and believes it will be of strong interest.  

2. Daniel will invite Lucia from Health Surveillance to come and do the presentation at a 
future CAG, hopefully in September. 

 

E. HAV/HBV OUBREAKS. Daniel spoke of the greater awareness of the potential for 
hepatitis A and B outbreaks in VT, given they have been seen in NH, MA and NY.  

1. Given proximity, it is probably a matter of time before an HAV outbreak occurs in VT.  
2. VDH is readying, analyzing what resources are available; what is currently being done; 

how best to access homeless, IDU and other vulnerable populations. Immunization clinics 
are a good opportunity. VDH is organizing for one day forum bringing together people to 
conduct immunization clinics at places such as Ground Works, and SSPs.  

3. Taylor reported she has been hearing that hepatitis B vaccinations are on the rise, when 
MSM go to Planned Parenthood for STD testing. Is this part of the VDH’s efforts?  Daniel 
stated it is, and that PP was very enthusiastic and already working in this area – as 
always, they are reaching vulnerable populations. 

 

F. There was a recent testing event related to PEP.  
1. The standard for PEP is if the exposure has been within 72 hours. In this case, the client 

represented yes, it within in the appropriate time range. Unfortunately there was a 
breakdown in communication, and therefore in execution.  
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2. In looking at the issue, it was decided that one thing that would be helpful to have clear 
algorithm for PEP use. VDH will complete, then take this algorithm to the community 
partner involved and if they like it, will roll it out as a soft draft for folks to review. 

 

G. Regarding PrEP: there has been what appears to be the first insurance denial, or at 
least hurdle, for PrEP prescription. There is an entity that is looking at starter packs of 
PrEP, giving same day access to clients with a specific profile. However, there might be 
some barriers in insurance coverage for same day PrEP access. Working with the 
insurance provider, and cost is the concern that is arising. 

 
II. CAG BUSINESS. 

A. MINUTES REVIEW:  June 12, 2019 
1. Prior to minutes discussion, Alex noted a change on PAGE 3, I.A.4.e., regarding APSV and 

their example of consumer phone expenses. This has been changed since the minutes 
draft that was distributed. Alex misheard, and the June minutes reflected the exact 
opposite of what Karen intended to express! 

2. Comments:  No modifications. 
3. Taylor moved the minutes and Laura seconded.  The minutes were approved 

unanimously as written. 
 

B. ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
1. Karen – syringe exchange opening in Bennington! 

 
III. DISCUSSION TOPICS. 

A. CARE STANDARDS.  
1. REVISIONS FEEDBACK.  While the revision of the Care Standards is not solely related to 

the HRSA Site Visit in Fall of 2020, the fact remains the site visit will be taking place and 
preparations for it are important. Updating care standards is something VDH has wanted 
to do for some time, given some changes that have gone on over time. In doing this 
revision, VDH is guided by making sure our standards are in compliance, meeting policies 
and procedures by HRSA; limiting and minimizing paperwork; and ensuring equity among 
the providers of services. Consumers have expressed concerns about inconsistencies 
between agencies and VDH would like to assist agencies in addressing this. There are 
benefits to having consistency statewide but we know there are downsides to consumers. 
We aim to be consistent but also adaptable, always appreciating client circumstances and 
the needs for exceptions when they arise. Since last meeting, draft of Care Standards was 
distributed. What jumped out at people? 

2. Ryan: Emergency Financial Assistance revisions feel too restrictive – the 3 times per 
calendar year limit, the excluding of people on subsidized housing, and the $1000 limit per 
year. Marguerite agreed, particularly regarding the people receiving housing subsidies. 
Often clients are supporting numerous expenses that make the difference for them 
between isolation and outside contact (phones/computers/internet/cars/transportation) 
and often need help with the allowable EFA services such as utilities. HOPWA disallowed 
people receiving subsidized housing from receiving emergency assistance through 
HOPWA, and other support services are being restricted and cut, such as food stamps 
which have been cut so much as to be of very limited assistance. Jean agreed as well, and 
raised concerns about restrictions on how far the “emergency” has progressed before 
assistance is allowed – frequently clients are being responsible and forward thinking and 
trying to get help before it is an all-out emergency that will completely destabilize their 
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life.  The other case managers emphasized this, and mentioned it is especially true when 
trying to maintain good relationships with landlords. Case mangers all weighed in on the 
importance of the safety net kicking in before the person has hit the stage of the 
emergency where eviction is imminent – this hugely affects client mental health and 
makes it much harder for case managers to help the individuals back onto their feet after 
a major destabilization. This is even more important in areas where housing is extremely 
hard to find, and in certain areas where utility companies will actually refuse to open 
another account for people who have been disconnected – these are huge reasons to try 
to address the need before the actual eviction/shut off is imminent. 

3. Chuck asked if there is there ANY leeway on these issues? Daniel replied yes and no. There 
is a need to set limits and timing on amounts of EFA, but there is room to determine what 
is most appropriate. However, HRSA is very clear that eviction notices and shutoff notices 
are necessary for EFA, and should be included with the applications. That is coming direct 
from HRSA.  

• CORRECTION:  REVIEWED WITH HRSA, HRSA DOES NOT REQUIRE EVICTION 
OR SHUT OFF NOTICES ANY LONGER. 

4. Daniel stated that this feedback is exactly what VDH is looking for on this draft, and they 
will take this feedback, the revised standards draft, and look closely at HRSA rules to see 
where adjustments can be made that case managers are advocating, while also alerting 
agencies of what issues are HRSA mandates that VDH cannot change. 

5. Jean asked about the changing restrictions on allowed categories of use of EFA.  For 
instance, it is very difficult for some clients to keep a working phone number, and that is 
one of the biggest struggles case managers have with keeping clients in care – contacting 
them with appointment reminders. Another example is moving expenses in the case of 
homelessness, which used to be allowed. Erin responded that some of the changes in this 
draft, such as disallowing phone and moving expenses, are due to the fact that EFA is now 
completely federally funded, whereas prior standards applied when EFA funds came 
partially from the General Fund. 

6. Marguerite raised concern about the proposed centralized system for EFA payments, in 
which agencies would submit requests to a central state system for approval and 
payment. This could affect speed of response to an emergency. In addition, case managers 
have much broader knowledge of their individual client needs – how much of that 
information would need to be transmitted to a central office in order to have requests 
approved.  

7. Erin asked if saying no directly to clients injure the case manager relationship with clients. 
One of the goals with the revisions was to bring about more consistency among agencies 
and allow case managers to shift the burden of changes to allowed categories to the state 
rather than jeopardizing their individual relationships with clients by having to say no. The 
state would be more clearly in the role of denials, when they occurred.  

8. Ryan and Marguerite agreed that clients get unhappy sometimes, but it is hard to 
generalize that turning down requests for assistance hurts the client/case manager 
relationship. It is highly dependent on the individual clients – some people expect to be 
automatically approved for help with everything, while some expect nothing. The 
responses to a ‘no’ depend on personality and approach, and there are always clients who 
may be upset with what a case manager can and cannot do. Marguerite stated she can 
always pull out the regulations and show them what the restrictions are, and she is also 
able to demonstrate with APSV’s recordkeeping when patterns start to appear in client 
requests, that make them less likely to be approved. Jean stated that having a very clear 
black and white list of what can be approved when, and how many times, will be helpful 
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both for highlighting patterns to clients that may not be aware of them, and for 
addressing client questions about why some clients are getting asked for more 
information than others, when applying for assistance.  

9. Case managers spoke to the repeated concerns of clients statewide discussing with each 
other what appear to them to be inconsistencies in assistance from one client to another, 
or one agency to another. While they agreed clear guidelines are a help in addressing 
these concerns directly with clients, Marguerite stressed the biggest issue she sees with 
this is when clients talk to each other, they rarely if ever know all the details of another 
client’s situation that appears to be handled “differently” than their own needs – and that 
is appropriate, because it is not their business to know the details of a given client’s 
circumstances. “Fairness” and equity of service provision is difficult to perceive without 
knowing all the information on each individual case, that they cannot and should not be 
privy to. Ryan added that he frequently states, “none of this is intended to be fair from 
your perspective; we need to focus on your circumstances not circumstances of other 
clients.” 

10. Overall, the case managers present agreed that the largest issue with the new draft is not 
to exclude people on housing subsidy from receiving EFA. Caps and number of times per 
year they could work with, and preferably there could be an exception policy in place for 
special circumstances. While there was concern that a centralized payment system could 
create an additional layer of complication to a process that is currently working, all case 
managers stressed that the housing issue is pivotal and of highest concern. If someone 
loses their housing, it sets everything else in their life back and takes so much longer to 
reestablish stability.  

11. Erin noted that the largest issue with the housing subsidy exclusion is the restrictions on 
EFA now being all federal money – that the state must ensure that there is not a federal 
subsidy on top of a second federal subsidy going to one client, as this can be seen as 
double-dipping. VDH will revisit HRSA guidelines to assess what may be possible in 
loosening the standards while remaining compliant on all fronts.  

• UPDATE: VDH REVIEWED WITH HRSA, HRSA WILL PERMIT BACK RENT 
PAYMENTS FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH SUBSIDIES as long as the back rent has not 
been sent to collections and therefore, considered “bad debt.” Additionally, 
HRSA funded EFA can be used for rental assistance when an individual also has 
a federal housing voucher/subsidy; it is not considered double dipping. 

12. Daniel asked if ASOs could please provide to VDH an average of the frequency/amount 
which a given client accesses EFA, on a yearly basis. He added that this is NOT the last 
chance for CMs and ASOs to give input on the Standards overall. 

 
B. ACUITY TOOL:  With the creation of a new Acuity Tool for case management services 

in SSPs, and the feedback from CARES case management staff that the Care Acuity 
Tool may not be meeting its intended usefulness any longer, VDH decided a 
modernization of the tool was needed.  
1. Daniel distributed a draft that modified and streamlined the tool utilizing a Care version of 

the “Domains” approach used in the newer SSP model.  
2. It was agreed that this could become part of the Care Plan and not be a separate 

individual step. The overall goal is to be clear that while all clients must be seen once or 
twice per year, beyond that it is completely up to Case Managers.  

3. Case managers agreed the tool revisions were useful and the new draft will be 
implemented. 
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C. FORMS: Case management file forms will now be available electronically.  
1. Case managers can now do an entire file electronically if they wish.  
2. Jean questioned when VDH might have sample policy language for ASOs in changing their 

policies and procedures to account for this new ability. Daniel stated that once the form 
changes are released, VCH will give ASOs a year to work toward implementation. For 
policy, VDH would not want to originate the policy, but if an agency offers one as a 
sample, VDH can share with all. 

3. Erin asked what sort of internal policies would need to be changed for the use of 
electronic forms and EDs responded that general employee policies and items such as job 
descriptions would likely just need to be reviewed to ensure everything reflected the 
same language regarding maintaining forms/files. 

 
D. SUPERVSION:  External supervision of case managers is no longer required.  

• This does not mean VDH thinks ASOs should discontinue therapeutic supervision for case 
managers, this simply allows the agencies flexibility in implementing it however works 
best for their needs. While VDH supports the need for supervision, and recognizes its 
importance with the nature of this work, this change is designed so that ASOs can create 
their own policy about supervision requirements. 

 
E. RECERTIFICATION:  VDH HSH is now allowed to use the Medicaid database for semi-

annual recertification.  
1. This would only be for clients who are VMAP eligible, or who are eligible for VPHARM or 

otherwise dual-eligible. Erin will provide a list of what qualifies an individual for this 
automatic recertification. This should remove a large population of consumers that case 
managers would ordinarily need to conduct recertification with – VDH will do it.  

2. The client (and therefore case manager) will still have to be involved in completing the 
annual recertification forms, but the semiannual recertification, with this specific 
population, will be done without the client or case manager needing to do anything. 

 
 
Meeting adjourned 2:03 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Alexander B. Potter  
Caracal Consulting 


